MOVING THE SEA WITH US
PartYard Lda. was born in 2006 with the objective of commercialization of machinery, components and engineering services in the shipbuilding industry.

The recognition of its success and its consolidation in the national and international markets make PartYard a leading company, in which it has been increasing the volume of supply and collaboration of projects in other sectors of activity.
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Chief Executive Officer
WHO WE ARE:
SPECIALIZED PROFESSIONALS

PARTYARD LDA. is a specialized company that offers cost effective and comprehensive professional services throughout the world.

Together, we innovate new technologies and business strategies that give us the edge over our competitors when providing the best quality technological solutions and services for our customers everywhere.

WHAT WE DO:
OUR MAIN SERVICES

From Transportation, Space and Defense to Industry, PartYard helps its customers to create a cleaner, more productive and safer world by giving them the tools they need to perform critical tasks.

PartYard undertakes to:
- Provide our customers with the highest quality products and services that meet the requirements;
- Provide these products and services in the agreed time;
- Provide customers with products and services with the best prices and quality in the market;
- Ensure with our clients an excellent communication with the objective of overcoming their expectations.

HOW WE DO IT
QUALITY AND SECURITY

PartYard is committed to the Quality of the commercialization of parts and the provision of maritime maintenance and repair services, by making the following commitments:

To satisfy the needs and expectations of our customers, through the commercialization of parts, equipment and the provision of maintenance and repair services in the maritime industry;

To accomplish with compliance obligations, agreed delivery times, and other applicable requirements established by customers and other interested parties.

Evaluate and continuously improve the processes of the Quality Management System, through the implementation, development and compliance with applicable requirements, with improvement of the effectiveness of the Management System implemented.

Whenever Quality and Security are Critical, PartYard delivers.
WE ARE EFFICIENT SUPPLIERS OF INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENTS

Due to our multiple contacts world-wide, we supply all kinds of industrial equipments and industrial spare parts. We also export goods and industrial spare parts from East and West European manufacturers.

Our successful wide range of industrial projects gave us expertise in a large scope of industries, which we have supplied in the latest past: Heavy industry, Maritime industry, Offshore industry, Power Plants, Other industrial operating trading companies.

WHEREVER YOU NEED US WE WILL BE THERE

Apart from general repairs on industry and ships, we are diesel engine specialists and can assist ship Owners on repair and perform overhaul tasks of most diesel engines manufacturers.

SPARE PARTS

ON-SITE REPAIRS

SINGLE SOURCE, SINGLE RESPONSIBILITY

From this combined skills, we can assume costumers needs from both spare parts supply and on-site tasks. This single source single responsibility compromise, assures costumer full satisfaction and time and cost saving on having only one global supplier for each task.
GLOBAL SERVICES
SOME OF THE SERVICES WE HAVE TO OFFER

- Ships (including repairs and refits)
- Shipyard installations and equipment
- Ship fittings and equipment
- Prime movers, gears and drive system
- Propulsors, manoeuvring devices, stabilisers and energy-saving devices
- Ship operation equipment
- Cargo handling systems and special vessel equipment
- Electrical engineering/electronics
- Marine Technology
- Ports and port technology
- Naval weapon systems
- AR and Technology
CERTIFIED PROFESSIONALS
WE ARE EFFICIENT SUPPLIERS OF INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENTS

It is our philosophy to assist our customers with the best service on the market, both original spare parts and certified service engineers.

From April 2019, PartYard was his own dedicated trained team for diesel engine maintenance and we are DAIHATSU recognized service station.
THE PLACE WHERE ALL YOUR NEEDS ARE MET

At PartYard we have proudly figured out a way to exceed your expectations, delivering the best solutions at the highest standards.

PartYard does not cut corners or neglects any of our Customer’s requests therefore everything is done with utmost CARE and QUALITY assuring 1 Year Warranty for your own peace of mind.
ALL YOUR NEEDS IN ONE CONTACT

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Global supply chain management is a critical success factor. Effective support of modern systems and equipment requires, more than ever, the right elements of support.

With a highly reliable supply chain on Space Market, Marine, Railway, Industry, Automotive, Offshore, Defense and Aviation, in PartYard you can meet your demand like no other supplier.

We perform a comprehensive assessment of logistic support needs, such as energy, equipments, spare and repair parts, that effectively develops the logistic support products needed, and accomplishes planning to gets those support items where and when they are needed.

NOT ONLY MARINE SUPPLIERS
Thanks to the HP Group universe of brands, we have access to areas such as Military, automation, logistics, technology, Augmented reality and more.
OUR PARTNERS

Gain access to more than 1000 Suppliers and Agents Worldwide in our approved supply chain, "wherever you need we will be there"
CONTACTS

PORTUGAL HQ
Rua Vieira da Silva,
Edifício H&P Group
Setúbal
+351 265 544 370
info@partyard.eu

BRAZIL
Praça Mauá 13, 9º andar
Rio de Janeiro
brasil.skm@hp-group.org

USA
office.usa@hp-group.org

FRANCE
Dijon

TURKEY
Ankara

ASIA
office.asiapac@hp-group.org

EGIPT
office.egipt@partyard.eu

www.paryard.eu